Blended Learning Tasks
Drama Department
Year 9 Term 1 – Blood Brothers
You must complete one of these tasks per week. You should spend no more
than one hour on any task. Anything which you create should be stored and
kept until you return back to school.
Task 1
Watch the video on
Liverpool in the 1970s and
write a script using the
instructions on resource 1.

Task 2
Task 3
Use the videos on resource
Work through the video
2 to create detailed mind- lesson on Blood Brothers on
maps of each main
youtube and complete any
character in Blood Brothers. tasks which are to do with
the context or staging of
the play.

Task 4
Task 5
Task 6
Fill in the tables on resource Using the video on resource Annotate the extract from
4. They are full of the
5, make notes on how the
the end of the play in
terminology for your
actors present the
resource 6 for how you
assessment. Work out the
characters using voice,
would show tension
words from the missing
physicality and space.
through voice, physicality
letters, write the definition
and space. Once you have
and explain the effect they
done that draw a diagram
can create.
of what your final image on
stage will be before the
curtain falls.
Task 7
Task 8
Task 9
Read the extract and use
Use your previous planning
Answer the practice
the grid to plan a response and the sentence stems on
assessment question in
on how, as a director, you
resource 8 draft a written
resource 9.
would show the tension
response and check it
Use the extract to support
between the characters on against the grading criteria
your answer with quotes
stage.
(on the next page and at
and justifications.
(Resource 7)
the end of the booklet)
Read your answer through
and check it against the
grading criteria.
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Grade

DATE & TEACHER SIGNATURE

I can write in a limited way about the effect of a physical
skill

DATE & TEACHER SIGNATURE

I understand the term ‘physicalisation’ and can list three
elements of this eg movement, gesture, facial expression

DATE & TEACHER SIGNATURE

I can refer to the role of specific theatre makers.

DATE & TEACHER SIGNATURE

DATE & TEACHER SIGNATURE

I can write in a competent way about the effect of I can write in a competent way about the effect of a
physical skill.
a vocal skill

DATE & TEACHER SIGNATURE

I can write in a limited way about the effect of a
vocal skill

DATE & TEACHER SIGNATURE

I understand the term ‘vocalisation’ and can list
three elements of this eg tone, pitch pace

DATE & TEACHER SIGNATURE

I understand the difference between a performer,
designer and a director

Analyse and evaluate your own work and the work of others

Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of how drama and theatre is developed

Self-reflection - Have a look at the marking grid below:

Where do you think you are? Where do you want to be? How can you get there?

Resource 1:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7B31Yat0QZY
Watch the above video.

Resource 2:
Watch the two videos below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pz8tURNx7d8
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z22gp39/revision/1

Use the information you hear and your own prior knowledge to create detailed mind maps or information
tables for each of the characters. Include:





Any quotes you hear
Details about what the character does
Perhaps ideas for how you would portray the character
Costume and props

Resource 3:
https://youtu.be/61JpNO0NvLk?t=110

Work through the above youtube lessons on Blood Brothers. It covers…





The context of the play
Drama conventions
Summary of each act
Questions and tasks which are good practice for the final assessment
before Christmas

Resource 4: Fill in the tables of terminology you will need for your assessment

Vocal Skills
P_c_

Definition and effect

P_t__
P_us_
V______
A______
D_a_e_t

Physical Skills
B___ L_______

Definition and effect

F_____ E_________
S__nc_
P__t__e
G___u__
E__ C______

Space
Pr_x___c_
L___ls
En__an__s and Ex_ts
Cr_ssi_g
M_v_me_t

Definition and effect

Resource 5:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4QknV3p9qKQ
Use this as a WAGOLL – What are they doing to portray the characters?

Mickey

Edward

Key:
 Voice
 Physicality
 Space

Use this to colour code your notes.

Resource 6:
Annotate the extract with ideas for what you would do with your actors’ voice, physicality
and space in this scene to show tension.
(This is the FINAL scene and the last lines of the entire play. Whatever you do now is the
lasting image the audience is left with!)

Key:

 Voice
 Physicality
 Space

Support table:
How would you say certain lines?
How would you show emotion?
Would any lines prompt a movement or change in how the actor stands?
Would the space between characters change at any point? Why?
Challenge: Draw a diagram of your final image
before the curtain falls. Where will your
characters be? (Remember that they play ends
with both of the brothers dead)
Justify your reasons here:

Audience

Resource 7:
Read the below extract between Mrs Lyons and Mrs Johnstone. Mrs Lyons has just made the
decision to fire Mrs Johnstone.

Use the table on the following page to plan what you would direct the two performers to do
to portray the tension between the two characters.

Plan your answer with the grid…

What does it show about your
character in the scene?

What effect do you want to
create for the audience?

Describe what you would do
(and quote if you need to
show a specific change)

What does it show about your
character in the scene?

What effect do you want to
create for the audience?

Describe what you would do
(and quote if you need to
show a specific change)

What does it show about your
character in the scene?

What effect do you want to
create for the audience?

Space/Stage directions

Movement

Voice

Describe what you would do
(and quote if you need to
show a specific change)

Resource 8:
Write an answer to the following question using your previous planning.

There is growing tension between the two women in the scene.
As a director, discuss how the performers playing these roles might
demonstrate this to the audience in this extract.
You must consider:
• Voice
• Physicality
• Stage directions and stage space.

Top tips:
 Explore two vocal choices, two movement choices and two uses of
space/stage directions.
 Make sure you justify your choices.
 Quote lines if necessary.
 Explain how you want the audience to react to your choice.

You do not need to use all of
these every time!

Sentence stems:
As a director, I would instruct the actor playing ______ to show
the increasing tension on stage by…
I would direct the performer to show that Mrs J/Mrs L is…
For the line “________”, I would direct the performer to change
their… (tone/volume/pace/etc…)
This would build tension because…
This will make the audience…

Resource 9:
The extract below is from near the beginning of the play, when Mickey first
meets Edward.

Mock assessment:
Mickey is not used to children like Edward.
As a director, discuss how the performer playing this role might demonstrate
this to the audience in this extract.
You must consider:
• Voice
• Physicality
• Stage directions and stage space.
Write your answer below or handwrite it and keep a hard copy.
Answer:
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DATE & TEACHER SIGNATURE

I can write in a limited way about the effect of a physical
skill

DATE & TEACHER SIGNATURE

I understand the term ‘physicalisation’ and can list three
elements of this eg movement, gesture, facial expression

DATE & TEACHER SIGNATURE

I can refer to the role of specific theatre makers.

DATE & TEACHER SIGNATURE

DATE & TEACHER SIGNATURE

I can write in a competent way about the effect of I can write in a competent way about the effect of a
physical skill.
a vocal skill

DATE & TEACHER SIGNATURE

I can write in a limited way about the effect of a
vocal skill

DATE & TEACHER SIGNATURE

I understand the term ‘vocalisation’ and can list
three elements of this eg tone, pitch pace

DATE & TEACHER SIGNATURE

I understand the difference between a performer,
designer and a director

Analyse and evaluate your own work and the work of others

Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of how drama and theatre is developed

Use the marking grid to self-assess where you think you are now.

Have you made any progress? What do you need to do to further improve?

Non-required work resources:

Our Day Out (Play set in Liverpool, similar time period)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yC94IOtTJrc

Interviews with playwright Willy Russell
https://www.on-magazine.co.uk/arts/arts-interviews/willy-russell-blood-brothers/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/theatre/9605796/Willy-Russell-I-want-to-talk-aboutthings-that-matter.html

Blood Brothers full play
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A9mbfRiZ2Bk&list=PL0E92EA79249BA724
(Part 1 – Full playlist of play split into parts)

BBC Bitesize
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zxv7sg8
(Not drama specific, but useful to knowing the play/characters)

Bonus task!
Find the definitions for the key words and use them in a sentence.
Once this is done, create flashcards or use the website “quizlet” to input your words and
definitions into virtual flashcards and test yourself!

Abstract:
Body language:
Characterisation:
Chorus:
Cross-cutting:
Facial expression:
Fourth wall (Stanislavski):
Gait:
Gestus (Brecht):
Hot seating:
Improvisation:
Levels:
Marking the moment:
Narration:
Naturalistic:
Pace:
Pitch:
Posture:
Proxemics:
Stance:
Stimulus:
Storyboard:
Tableux:
Volume:

